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Studies about host-cancer relationship have led, at least in part, to review the concept
of “immunosurveillance” (Burnet 1957, 1970) and to include it in a set of complex
interactions between the immune system and tumor cells called "cancer immunoediting"
(Dunn GP et al., 2002).
The microenvironment, where the tumor develops itself becomes a complex and
constantly changing "war scenario" made up of tumor cells, immune system cells (and their
cytokines), stromal cells and the extracellular matrix.
The major defense systems against tumors are: activation of cytotoxic CD8 lymphocytes
and Natural Killer (NK) lymphocytes (Abbas et Al., 2014).
CD8+ cytotoxic T cells are the main players driving the adaptive immune response
against cancer and execute tumor-specific immune responses, rendering them the primary
endpoint to most immunotherapies .

Immune tolerance, anergy, and exhaustion of CD8+ T cells could contribute to tumor
progression. CD8 immune senescence, defined by terminally differentiated cells in cell
cycle arrest after extensive replication or in response to cellular damage or stress, is well
known in aging and in chronic infections especially in chronic CMV and EBV infection.
CD28 is an indispensable costimulatory molecule needed for the activation of T
cells and downregulation of CD28 is a hallmark of senescent CD8+ T cells.
CD28− senescent T cells display immunosuppressive functions in cancer and therefore
it is extremely important, in cancer patients, to know the T8 senescent lymphocytes
levels and the possible presence of reactivated viruses that can contribute, in addition, to
immunosenescence.
The study of the lymphocyte subpopulations and viral reactivations, could therefore
allow us to evaluate the relationship between CD8+ cytotoxic T cells and CD28− senescent
T cells for a better understanding of the patient's immune structure also with regard to
the therapeutic response.
In light of the above, it becomes essential to know the immune status of the patient,
both in prognostic terms and to evaluate the efficacy of integrated therapies. Authors are
aware that immune system evaluation being done on peripheral blood, it may not reflect
the intralesional situation.
Authors present lymphocyte histogram panels of oncological patients with particular
evidence of the relationship between cytotoxic and senescent T8 lymphocytes.

Patient with IV degree cerebral astrocytoma, in the
first panel at diagnosis,
Ab anti-CMV147, anti-EBV EBNA: 262, anti-EBV VCA:
62.
Start temozolamide therapy by mouth in association
with 2LC1 Labo’ Life, mistletoe derivatives and
interleukins IL-12 plus INFgamma low dose 4CH.

Panel 9 months after the start of temozolamide therapy.
Decrease in cellularity (chemiotheray), increase in total
T8 lymphocytes, T8 cytotoxics and NK cells, collapse of
rsIL2.
Concomitant increase in senescent T8 (reactivation from
CMV, Ab anti-CMV: > 180).
Elevated T8a precedes a herpes zoster reactivation after
a few days.
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In the first panel: immune system status in patient with ovarian cancer.
In the second panel, the same patient one year after surgery with the patient in
complete remission of the disease after 4 months of chemotherapy in combination
with microimmunotherapy.
Good cellularity after chemotherapy, good TH1/TH3 (T8/Treg) ratio, normal rsIL2,
decrease in senescent T (red and blu column), decrease in Treg cells (yellow and
green column).
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An aging immune system

Long covid with EBV and CMV reactivation.
Could the herpes viruses reactivation with the increase in senescent T8 lead to a lower
efficacy of anticancer immunosurveillance?
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anti-CMV IgG: 122 (Pos. >14)
anti-EBV VCA IgG: 698 (Pos. >20)
anti-EBV EBNA IgG: >600 (Pos. >20)
anti EBV EA IgG: 5
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